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Welcome to
The Word Herd!
Hello and thank you for joining us! If you love books and
reading then the Word Herd needs YOU! This toolkit
contains everything you need to know about starting your
own Word Herd, from what you need (not a lot!) to what
to do and where to do it. So read on, get going and help
spread the buzz about books.

Ps... We’d really like to know what you think about the World

Herd so don’t forget to print off and fill in the evaluation form at
the end of this pack.
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note to teachers/ librarians
Research consistently shows that reading for pleasure is one of the most important indicators of a child’s future success.
Although there are a wide variety of factors that encourage young people to read, one of the most important is that of
peer influence. So for World Book Day we want young people in schools across the UK to create a buzz for reading and join
the Word Herd. See p.9 for more information on how this scheme links to the curriculum. And please let us know what
you think about this scheme by filling in the form at the end of this pack.

Join THE WORD HERD at www.worldbookday.com/
community/worldbookdayya to become a reviewer and for
recommendations, competitions and news

What is... The Word Herd?
The Word Herd is a new scheme encouraging young
people aged 11—14 to talk with their friends about books
they’ve read and enjoyed, enabling them to find creative
ways of promoting books to their peers and offering
them opportunities to do so both at school and in their
community.

What are the aims of
The Word Herd?

ENGAGE young people with books and reading
SPREAD the enjoyment of reading
ENCOURAGE young people to read books that give them
different reading experiences
ENABLE young people to learn the skills needed to present to
an audience
DEVELOP young people’s self-confidence
BUILD a reading community
MAKE World Book Day the launch of young people
across the UK and Ireland talking about books and
encouraging others to read

Why should... you take part?
It’s easy to take part, with very little cost
To create a buzz about books and reading in your school
Help yourself and other young people to learn speaking and
listening skills, and grow in confidence
Give value to the pleasure of reading and celebrate peer
influence
Opportunities to work with other community partners
Support the essential skills and processes in KS3 English
speaking, listening and reading e.g. discuss reading interests
and preferences and become involved in events and activities
that inspire reading
Deliver a range of Learning Outcomes for young people

Join THE WORD HERD at www.worldbookday.com/
community/worldbookdayya to become a reviewer and for
recommendations, competitions and news
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Getting started...

Getting started is easy—all you need are a few
friends, a place to meet and a passion for reading.
The rest is simple…
WHO CAN JOIN THE WORD HERD?
Any young person aged 11–14 can be
part of the Word Herd.
HOW CAN I START A WORD
HERD GROUP?
It’s easy! You can either form your own
Word Herd with a few friends OR ask a
teacher or librarian to help you to set
up a group.
WHERE CAN WE MEET?
Anywhere you like—as long as there’s
enough space for everyone to sit
comfortably! You could arrange to use
a classroom during breaktime, the
library or even your own bedroom. The
only thing you absolutely have to have
is a passion for reading.
WHAT DO WE DO?
The aim of the Word Herd is to spread
the word about books by sharing
your own experiences and listening to
others talk about their own favourite
reads. Pages 5 and 6 of this pack
include some ideas for Word Herding.

Use these to get
you started then
come up with ideas
of your own.

You can find
The Word Her
d
posters at
www.worldbo
okday.com
/resources/s
chools
/secondary-s
chools/.
Display them
in
your school
or library.

WHAT IF I FEEL
NERVOUS TALKING IN FRONT OF
A GROUP?
Don’t worry–most people do! On pages
7 and 8 we have some top book talk
tips to help you get over your nerves.
You’ll be surprised how easy it is once
you’ve had a bit of practice.
WHAT’S THE POINT?
First and foremost the Word Herd is
a chance to share your interests with
others and to discover new books
and authors. It’s also a great way to
get to know new people and make
more friends while building your own
confidence talking about the things
you love.
SO WHAT ARE WE WAITING FOR?

Absolutely nothing!

HAVE U HERD about THE WORLD BOOK DAY YA APP?
Powered by the brilliant reading and writing platform www.movellas.com the
FREE World Book Day YA app features brilliant extracts from top Young Adult
authors as well as offering users the chance to share their own short stories and
vote for their favourites. Why not find out what’s on the app and use one of the
extracts as a subject for a Word Herd discussion?
The app is available for both iOS and Android devices and will be available from the end of February 2013. The
content will be renewed and replace on a regular basis.

Join THE WORD HERD at www.worldbookday.com/
community/worldbookdayya to become a reviewer and for
recommendations, competitions and news
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These 10 ideas for Word Herding
came from young people that we
know, but we’re sure you’ll have lots
of ideas of their own!

SPEED BOOK DATING Get people talking in pairs about

a book they’ve enjoyed then, after a minute each, move on

BOOK PRESENTATIONS Arrange to talk about books—fiction and
non-fiction—in your group, at an assembly or at the end of a lesson

LIVING BOOKS Choose a book you want to promote and work on an

animation of it, or draw/design what you think the characters would look like,
or hold sessions where you read from and talk about your book

THE BOOK VOICE Take turns to stand behind a screen and talk

about a book. The group votes for the pitch that makes them want to
read it most

HERD THE WORD With your group, record your thoughts about a

book then create a school radio programme or podcast for playing them

BOOK DISCO Play Herd the Word recordings or audiobooks
THE WORD HERD PRESENTS… Arrange to visit community
venues e.g. feeder primaries, old people’s homes, libraries etc., and talk
about books, read extracts and encourage others to read them

READING FLASHMOB A (chaperoned!) group of Word Herdies
perform in a public space, e.g. a shopping centre
WORD HERD CHALLENGE In groups, create a YouTube trailer
for the book they want to promote and see who can get the most views

GENRE WORKSHOPS Run sessions about specific genres

e.g. mysteries, Manga, SciFi—or even a combination of genres! In class,
this could be linked to producing your own writing.
Join THE WORD HERD at www.worldbookday.com/
community/worldbookdayya to become a reviewer and for
recommendations, competitions and news
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Books

Before talking to other people it often helps to know what type of
reader YOU are. You can do this by yourself or in a group discussion.
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What types of
bookS do you like
to read and why?
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You’re
going to be
ship-wrecked on a
desert island. What is
your favourite book,
the one you’d take with
you to read over and
over again, and
why?

How important is the
cover of a book? Can
it
make you want to take
it
off the shelf? Can it ma
ke
you leave it there?

Based on the title
alone, which one of
these books would you
choose to read and
why? After choosing,
look them up to see
what they are about.
Would you still have
chosen the same book?
Walk Two Moons
by Sharon Creech
The Fault in Our Stars
by John Green
My Swordhand is Singing
by Marcus Sedgwick
Withering Tights
by Louise Rennison

Not all books grab us. If you
begin one, do you feel you have
to finish it even though it might
be boring?

What
is the one
book that you
own that you just
couldn’t bear to
be parted from
and why?

Wonder by R. J. Palacio

Where do you
get the book mainly
s you
read from?

Join THE WORD HERD at www.worldbookday.com/
community/worldbookdayya to become a reviewer and for
recommendations, competitions and news
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You may not need all these steps for every situation when you
are talking about books, but planning will help.
Step 1 Show your enthusiasm

Let people see that you enjoy reading
and talking about books

•
•
•

Step 2 Who are you?

Tell people your name (and where you
come from if you wish)

Step 3 What kind of reader are you?

Choose one of the following and practise
what you will say to a group of people
you are presenting a book to:
•
Where do I read?
•
How do I read?
•
When do I read?
•
What do I read?
•
Where do I get my books from?
•
What’s the most unusual place
I’ve read a book?
•
What’s the book I own that I
couldn’t bear to be parted from?

Step 4 What are you going to
talk about?
Tell them the author and title of the
book that you are going to talk about
and who publishes it. Show them the
book, especially the front cover

Step 5 Why did you read it?

Choose one or two of the following:
cover, blurb, first lines, author/title,
someone recommended it

Step 6 What kind of book is it?
•

What is it about? Is it scary?
Funny? Moving? Realistic? etc.

N.B. Don’t tell the story!!!!!
N.B. Don’t give away the ending!!!!!!!
Maybe before you tell them what
kind of book it is, ask them if they
can guess what the book might
be about by the cover and the title

Step 7 Who is in it?

Introduce the main characters or the
character that you relate to most

Step 8 Give them a taste of the book
•
•
•

Read a short extract (10 lines
maximum)
Make sure it goes straight to the
point (i.e. shows how the book is
funny, sad, scary, moving, etc.)
Remember, you can edit the
passage to make it snappier

Step 9 Decide how you are going
to end your booktalk
•
•
•

Tell them why you enjoyed it
Finish with a ‘hook’ (and practise
it), e.g. “This book will haunt you”
Your aim is to make the people
listening to you want to go away
and read the book

Step 10 Answering questions

Before your talk, think about the questions
an audience might ask about your book
and how you might answer them. You don’t
want to give too much of the book away,
so you can always answer with, ‘well if you
want to know more you’re going to have to
read the book’!

Join THE WORD HERD at www.worldbookday.com/
community/worldbookdayya to become a reviewer and for
recommendations, competitions and news
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Not everyone is comfortable with speaking
to a group but these tips will help you get
over your nerves whether you are presenting
alone or with other Word Herdies...

The most important element of your
presentation is ENTHUSIASM. If you
weren’t enthusiastic you wouldn’t be
standing there facing all those people with
a book in your hand!

If the person arranging the talk hasn’t put
a GLASS OF WATER out for you, ask for
one before you begin. You might not need
it but you can be certain you will if it isn’t
there!

You are talking about ‘A GOOD READ’—
BOOKS YOU COULDN’T PUT DOWN—not
necessarily books that have won awards or
are seen as the ‘right’ thing to be reading.
Do, however, choose a book that people
will be able to get hold of it they want to
read it for themselves.

If facing a large group of people makes you
feel nervous PICK A COUPLE OF PEOPLE
IN THE AUDIENCE AND GIVE YOUR TALK
TO THEM. Try to make EYE CONTACT.

PREPARATION PAYS OFF. If you know
what you are going to talk about and have
the pages for readings book-marked you
will feel more confident.

Remember—you will have people with you
who are also readers. SUPPORT EACH
OTHER and chip in if you realise someone
is struggling.
Remember—you LOVE READING,
you KNOW YOUR BOOKS, you are
THERE BY INVITATION.

USE NOTES if they help you feel more
certain of what you are doing.
PRACTISE BEFORE THE EVENT, either on
a friend or another Word Herdie.
IT’S OFTEN EASIER TO TALK TO
A GROUP OF PEOPLE IF YOU ARE
STANDING. If you think that will make
you nervous make sure you’ve got a table
behind you and prop yourself on it.
It works—we promise you.
If you don’t feel comfortable with where
you are to sit or stand move the chairs
around, push the table to one side,
DO WHATEVER IT TAKES TO MAKE
YOU FEEL OK. Make sure you and your
colleagues are together—that way you are
part of your own group.

Enjoy yourselves
and have fun!
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Join THE WORD HERD at www.worldbookday.com/
community/worldbookdayya to become a reviewer and for
recommendations, competitions and news

Notes for
teachers

How does
link to the curriculum?

Essential skills and
processes
Pupils should be able to:
(KS3 English: Speaking and listening)
• present information and points of view
clearly and appropriately in different
contexts, adapting talk for a range of
purposes and audiences
• use a range of ways to structure and
organise their speech to support their
purposes and guide the listener
• engage an audience, using a range of
techniques
(KS3 English: Reading)
• recognise and discuss different
interpretations of texts, justifying their
own views on what they read and see
and, supporting them with evidence,
understand how audiences and readers
choose and respond to texts

Curriculum Opportunities
The curriculum should provide
opportunities for pupils to:
(KS3 English: Speaking and listening)
• engage in specific activities that develop
speaking and listening skills
• use speaking and listening to develop
their reading and writing
• evaluate and respond constructively to
their own and others’ performances
• speak and listen in contexts beyond the
classroom

(KS3 English: Reading)
• develop independence in reading
• develop reading skills through work that
make cross-curricular links with other
subjects
• meet and talk with other readers and
writers wherever possible
• become involved in events and activities
that inspire reading
• discuss reading interests and
preferences, and sustain individual
reading for pleasure

What are The Word Herd
Learning Outcomes for young
people?
Enjoyment, Inspiration,
Creativity
• Enjoying taking part in activities and creating
influential presentations

Knowledge and
Understanding
• Learning how to talk about books and sell
the sizzle

Attitudes and Values
• Able to listen to others’ opinions
• Growing in confidence from presenting
to others and encouraging them to read

Action, Behaviour,
Progression
• Learning from experience what makes a
good book talk and to improve skills
• Creating a book presentation that influences
how to give a presentation to an audience

please photocopy this form

How was it for you?
Evaluation for young people
Have you recommended any books to other people as part The Word Herd activities?

YES/NO
1. Tick any of the following Word Herd activities you took part in and put a circle round
your favourite

❑ Speed Book Dating		
❑ Book Presentations		
❑ Living Books
❑ The Book Voice

❑ Herd the Word
❑ Word Herd Challenge
❑ Silent Book Disco
❑ Genre Workshop		
❑ Word Herdie Group
❑ Other
❑ Reading Flashmob		

2. Have you any suggestions for other Word Herd activities?

3. Tick any of the following you have experienced as a result of being involved
in The Word Herd.
enjoyed listening to
young people talk about
books

❑

learned new ways of
talking about books

❑

changed your opinion
of a book

❑ read something new
❑ enjoyed talking to others

❑ become more confident

in talking to a group of
people

❑ discovered more about

about books

❑

created a book
presentation

❑

what kind of reader you are

❑ other

4. What book would you most like to recommend to other young people
Author
Title
5. Have you any other comments about The Word Herd?

Thank you for your feedback.
Please return this form to your teacher/librarian.

please photocopy this form

How was it for you?
Evaluation for teachers & librarians
1. Did any young people in your school or library take part in any Word Herd activities

YES/NO
2. How many young people aged 11-14 took part?
3. Give us one NEW Word Herd activity idea
4. Would you say The Word Herd was...

❑ more popular with boys

❑ more popular with girls		

❑ equally popular

5. Which of the following activities did you run?

❑ Speed Book Dating		
❑ Book Presentations		
❑ Living Books
❑ The Book Voice		

❑ Herd the Word		
❑ Word Herd Challenge
❑ Silent Book Disco
❑ Genre Workshop		
❑ Word Herdie Group
❑ Other
❑ Reading Flashmob		

6. Which of the activities did you feel was most successful and why?

7. Which of the activities was least successful and why?

8. Do you feel that The Word Herd has encouraged more reading amongst young
people in your school or library?

YES/NO
9. Have you any comments about The Word Herd?

Thank you for your feedback
Please return to:
The Word Herd, c/o The Booksellers Association, 6 Bell Yard, London, WC2A 2JR
Or email to: info@worldbookday.com

